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A. Write (T) for True or (F) for False: 

1. Envelopes and labels options are same as letters in Mail Merge. F 

2. Same address data can be used in envelopes and labels. T 

3. Creating labels is a waste of time, we should use envelope option directly, 

write the names and address by hand, which will be faster (than mail merge) 

and error free. F 

B. Fill in the blanks with the help of clue words: 

XLSX    Mail Merge    More items     <<field>>     Header 

1. Using Mail Merge you can use your contact data multiple times for 

communication. 

2. You can use XLSX file as a data source in Mail Merge among other options. 

3. More items is used in Mail Merge to insert the custom fields in your main 

document. 

4. The custom fields are denoted as <<field>> in Mail Merge in Word 2013. 

5. The first row of data source file contains a special row called Header row. 

C. Match the following: 

1.<< >>                                                                       a. main document type 

2.One type of data source                                         b. wizard step to insert custom fields 

3. Letters, envelope, labels,                                     c. symbol to denote custom field   

    directory                                                                     insertion 

4. More items                                                           d. xlsx file 

5. recipient list                                                           e. size of envelope 

6. Size-10                                                                    f. existing list/outlook contacts             

 

D. Out of the four options given below, tick (✓) the correct option. 

1. Using mail merge, you can create 

✓ All of the above 

2. What is not true about Mail Merge? 

✓ It can only contain same details for all the people whether relevant or not.  

3. For Mail Merge data source, you can use 

✓ XLSX file  

4. You can use Mail Merge for 



✓ Printing address on envelopes or labels 

5. You can filter the data source within Mail Merge, to create your document for 

the filtered recipients. 

✓ True 

6. To merge the labels on a separate document sheet, you can use 

✓ Edit individual labels 

7. In Step-by-Step Mail Merge Wizard, how many document types are available? 

✓ 5 

8. You should use _____option to insert the merge fields in the main document. 

✓ More items 

9. To copy the layout of the first label to the other labels on the page _____ is 

useful. 

✓ Update all labels 

10. Envelopes and label wizard has _____steps. 

✓ 6 

11. To change the size of an Envelope, you should use 

✓ Envelope Options 
*The above content has been absolutely prepared from home. 


